Abigail,
A Woman Of Integrity
Integrity =
Being of sound moral principle; Honesty; sincerity
Abigail's Foolish Husband

Nabal means fool!
Abigail's Foolish Husband

1 Sam. 25:1-2, 25
1 Sam. 25:10-11
Abigail’s Wonderful Character

1 Sam. 25:14-16
1 Sam. 25:19
Abigail’s Wonderful Character

1 Sam. 25:18-20
1 Sam. 25:28, 35
What We Learn About Abigail:
She Was A Wise Woman

1 Sam. 25:28
She Was A Courageous Woman

She risked her Life!

1 Sam. 25:20, 13
She Prevented The Shedding of Blood

1 Sam. 25:26, 33
She Was A Faithful Woman

She Believed In God!
She Was A Faithful Woman

1 Sam. 25:42
Are we willing to show the integrity she showed in her life as we carry out God’s will?

Mt. 7:21

Conclusion
Outlined from material by Mike Riley